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"THE WORLD IS . . . A KIND OF SPIRITUAL
KINDERGARTEN"
By

PAUL

H. MORRILL

o reader of Edwin Arlington Robinson's poems can escape
N
the realization that people were his most important interest.
All kinds of people attracted him. He "tried them on," so to
sp'eak, in several tempers, sizes and shapes, from lonely old
women and crass butchers to artists and industrial magnates.
His poems, from his first publication in 1896, are about human
beings, not landscapes or colors, or subjective speculation.
Robinson wrote of his first book:
You won't find much in the way of natural description. There is very
little tinkling water, and there is not a red-bellied robin in the whole
collection. When it comes to "nightingales and roses" I am not "in it"
nor have I the smallest desire to be. I sing in my own particular manner of Heaven and Hell, and now and then of natural things (supposing
they exist) of a more prosy connotation than those generally admitted
to the domain of meter. 1

His commentators agree unanimously, if not with equanimity
as to his aims and results, that his "subject" was first and foremost people.
This interest has resulted in Robinson being labeled a psychological poet, meaning primarily for his readers that Robinson
stood or fell generally on his particular analytical style. Some
critics rely for this statement upon the nlethod the poet used in
presenting his individuals. Others believe that it was his content, his studies of failures, mistaken idealists, and unsure
lovers (to cite a few examples), which earned him the title
"psychological poet."
This paper will review Robinson's content and methods of
characterization, his varied p'eople and their problems - in the
total context of his work. The selections made are arbitrary
and narrowed down to individuals who best exemplify the psychological categories or illustrate most clearly this aspect of the
poet. We hope to show possible categories of people, although
no warrant exists to confine them to particular niches. The
emphasis is upon the "psychological" in Robinson, not upon
1 Ridgely Torrence, editor, Selected Letters of Edwin Arlington Robinson
(New York, 1940), 12-13.
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categories or philosophy. There is nothing here of the biography of the poet, though his life offers more than enough for
speculation. 2 Nor are Robinson's debts, mental or material, or
the results of his study, especially treated. The rationale has
been that a reading of Robinson's poetry, looking particularly
at the characters, their concerns and ideas, their hopes and
fears, their interpersonal relationships might result in new and
fuller reactions for the reader.
The title quotation indicates the genesis of this review. Early
in his career, soon after his first poenls appeared, Robinson
made this statement in answer to a critical article:
I am sorry to learn that I have painted myself in such lugubrious colors.
The world is not a prison house but a kind of spiritual kindergarten
where millions of bewildered infants are trying to spell God with the
wrong blocks. 3

One can see at once the chain of speculation that this vivid
figure sets in motion. The idea that a poet considered the
world a kindergarten, and people in it children, made putting
"tags" upon his cast of portraits almost a game. And the additional words of his metap'hor, "blocks" and "spell God," gave
rise to a set of categories to explain or contain his people.
Finally, and most important, the words "bewildered infants"
seenled to epitomize nearly every person that the poet brought
to life in his writing. A pattern seenled to be apparent; at
least the suggestion of children and infantile behavior, in a
world of misplaced motives and ideas, made the title, the
"psychological poet," pertinent.
The problem became one of explanation. How did the poet
show the "children"; of what stuff were their problems constructed; by what means did they achieve or fail to achieve
their goals; and what were their aims?
If, then, Robinson has infantile characters in content, and
uses a psychological method of presentation, what part of or
how does this affect his readers? Or to rephrase the query:
how successful is Robinson in stating in literary form conceptions of psychic character? Is he dealing with "neurotic personality" patterns current in his time? Using these interpre2

Chard Powers Smith, Where the Light Falls: A Portrait of Edwin Arlington Robinson (New York, 1965).
Ben Ray Redman, Edwin Arlington Robinson (New York, 1926), 20.
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tations, can the Robinson characters be cited which appear to
exemplify psychological views of individuality?
It is not the intention of this essay to mininlize other
approaches to Robinson; nor is it suggested that Robinson consciously or unconsciously measured his subjects by psychological theories. It is doubtful, also, that specific theories of psychology can be demonstrated in the case of the poet. On the
other hand, since the term "psychological" is applied to him,
there is relevance in noting whether such insight into his people
enhances the value and illuminates the coherence of his work.
The poet is convincing in his exposition of infantilism in reactions against others and against creeds and standards of
their culture. He appears to be posing this question: what are
the conditions which make for infantile personalities? The
answer given to that query, in part, is the reason why criticism
of his work has taken both negative and affirmative stands. At
one reading Robinson appears only to be viewing infantilism
sympathetically but objectively without comnlent. At another
reading, he seems to be exhibiting the conditions which give
rise to anxiety and fears and presenting attitudes and means of
overcoming these frustrations.
By treating of people's mental states to a high degree, using
a style in which he can be observer and analyst (even to the
extent that several observers are "physicians" - with their own
p'roblems; see "How Annandale Went Out"), Robinson offers
a cast of p,ersons who hear voices, talk to the unseen, dream a
variety of fantasies and nightmares. As his kindergarten figure
suggests, his people are either trying to reach the wrong goals
or are using the wrong methods to achieve their goals. Some,
by not observing the norms of society, may actually be behaving
maturely. Others are possessed with uncertainties because they
know that their way is not satisfactory to their inner selves.
They have problems of love and affection and understanding, in
and out of marriage, with relatives and friends. Others strive
for power and its symbol, possessions: want it when unobtainable, are hated or hate themselves in the power role, or find
that it is not truly what they are seeking. M'an, as a creator,
feels the distrust and antagonism of society, questions the area
or degree of fame, lives with or rejects the personal exp,ression
which satisfies society and not himself. Others react violently
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in their relations with their fellows, kill or are killed, commit
suicide, become completely unrational, respond abnormally to
life's problems, have dreams, nightmares, tantrums, are
consumed by jealousy and hatred. And many of his dramatis
personae appear to be types, either historical or symbolical,
who illustrate psychological concepts. 4
There seems to b,e agreement among readers in discussing
Robinson's approach to his poetic world that most of the characters have some bewildering flaw in their make-up. 5 Herein,
also, lies the elements of the pessimism with which he has been
charged. 6 As a rule, sociologists and students of human difficulties agree that all of us are subject to peculiar attitudes,
prejudices, blindspots, and degrees of infantilism - essentially
human attitudes. 7 Robinson's people, despite their flaws and
their difficulties, real and inlaginary, attempt to overcome or
sublimate their faults, to accommodate, to achieve a measure
of balanced successful living. In this they reflect Robinson's
"incurable optimism." 8
The scope of Robinson's psychological landscape may be
obtained from his own comments on his work; a survey of
representative characters in the poems; classification of problems his p'eople faced; and some illustrations which make the
kindergarten statement most applicable as a reference in
Robinson's study.
For discussion of the characters in this orientation, the following categories seem most pertinent: characters involved in
problems of giving and receiving affection: demanding and
jealous love, compulsive love, competitive love, mother love;
characters evidencing problems of self-evaluation or assertion
(success-failure themes): power, possession, and prestige problems, unwillingness to face difficulties; characters concerned
with their creative place in society: the artist in nlaterial world,
the creative self at odds with social order; aberrations: patho4 Through all of this, it is understood, of course', that Robinson was not
a psychologist in a scientific sense: the term is not meant to suggest that he
made literal scientific studies of the process,es of the human mind or the
phenomena of consciousness and behavior.
5 Lloyd Morris, The Poetry oj Edwin Arlington Robinson (New York)

1923), 112.
6 Herbert Gorman, The Procession oj Masks (Boston, 1923), 39.
7 Kurt LeWin, "Frontiers in Group Dynamics," Human Relations~ I (June
1947), 9; Robin Williams, Jr., The Reduction of Intergroupal Tension8 (New
York, 1947), 83-84.

8

Robinson's own expresSlion for himself. See Selected Letters, 111.
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logical characters, victims of delusions, neurotic anxieties, etc.;
and, throughout, characters who are archetypal in nature or
effect.
Fifty-three short and medium length poems, and eleven
longer narrative poems are especially illustrative of characters
in difficult situations, struggling to adjust themselves to life.
In an earlier effort, I summarized the method, content, and
effect of these poems. It is included at the end of this paper
to suggest further exploration.
Robinson never expanded his kindergarten statement in
any formal way. Nor can it be proven that the poet consciously
held to a consistent application of this idea, although he reiterated his interest in infantilism and mental insight in letters
and other statenlents. He did feel strongly that he should not
be expected to interpret himself in analytical or discursive
terms. He always wished, when accused of "obscurity," that
people would simply read his poems "one word after another."
To his friend, Harry Smith, Robinson wrote:
Your good letter came last Thursday and I was sonlewhat amused at
your remarks on my perceptive powers. I do not think I get a very
clear view of the wrinkles on the cerebrum of the men and women I
meet, though I generally form some idea of their characters before a
very long acquaintance. There is more in every person's soul than we
think. Even happy mortals we term ordinary or commonplace act their
own mental tragedies and live a far deeper and wider life than we are
inclined to believe possible in the light of our prejudices. I might name
one or two examples, but it is not always best to be too specific on
paper .... I do not always mean all that I say, but I must acknowledge
the dismal truth that the nlajority of mankind interests me only as
studies. 9

When we consider the word "studies" there can be little
doubt that Robinson worked in this fashion. For example, his
Reuben Bright, a butcher, obviously illustrates the point: a
man normally considered unfeeling is profoundly grieved by the
death of his wife and reacts violently. Robinson's poem
"Neighbors" admirably presents his version of gossip. Later
he wrote:
I hate self-praise, or much of it, but it really seems to me that I have
brought out the idea of the occasional realization of the questionable
9 Denham Sutcliffe, editor, Untriangulated Stars: Letters of Edwin Arlington Robinson to Harry De Forest Smith, 1890-1905 (Cambridge, Mass., 1947).
134.
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suprenlacy of ourselves over those we most despise in a moderately new
way. If there is a little poetry in it, then all the better. There is poetry
in all types of humanity - even in lawyers and horse jockeys - if we
are willing to search it out; and I have tried to find a little for the poor
fellows in my hell, which is an exceedingly worldly transitory one. 10

There is no corroboration in Robinson's statements to set up
divisions or classifications of his p,oetic persons; yet the classifications do seenl to exist, and the people, in his earliest writings
of Tilbury Town, continued with him in various forms through
all his work.
From the first book, published at the age of twenty-seven to
the last after his death at sixty-five, arranged roughly in
chronological order, the poems show a steady preoccupation
with bewildered people in a world of difficulties. At the same
time there is an artistic progression in method from shorter
views to longer, more complex structures. The effect is movement from maturity to greater maturity, from constrained
shorter accounts of personal cataclysms to narrations of people
with more intricate if not deep'er problems.
Running through all the poems, no matter how they are
classified, are psychological themes which we may regard as
intrinsic to Robinson. Most readers recognize this as did Theis
who wrote early in the Forum:
He is not unfamiliar with the windings and complexities of the human
soul. On the contrary, he is often even rather fond of what are called
psychological states, as in the long narrative poem called "The Book of
Annandale" . . . complete portrait of types that on the surface seem
utterly unadopted to poetic treatment. 11

Thirty years later, Samuel Beers wrote:
No one can read Robinson's poetry with psychiatric insight and not
come away without a sharpening of his own sense. Robinson knew
the ... labyrinthian problems of married folk ... tortured neurosis of
unfulfilled love . . . hidden worth of ostracized hermits . . . acquaintance with the peculiar persons who walk city streets. 12

Finally these psychological "studies" should be considered
as contributing to the richness of Robinson's ethical and aesthet10 Untriangulated Stars, 108.
11 O.F. Theis, "Edwin Arlington Robinson," Forum, LI (February 1914),
306, 309.
12 Samuel G. Beers, "A. Poet for Pastors," Religion in Life, XII (Summer
1943), 424-425.
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ic purposes. In all the relationships of man in the world, with
himself and others, and with the ultimate, the psychological
import augments the moral value and buttresses the philosophic.
The artist who sets out to create a work of permanence is
akin to Captain Craig, the mendicant philosopher, or the
Everyman in The Man Against the Sky, in the search for surety
of Inind.
Seldom can the characters be filed under a single heading,
and the theme and substance of many poems are interwoven.
There are points of comparison between the shorter earlier
poem, "The Clinging Vine" and the later more involved work,
Cavender's House. What these characters share is the search
for understanding and love, often without a true conception of
the meaning of giving and receiving affection. The precise
little drama of the husband and wife in "The Clinging Vine"
depicts the flickering and dying of a love as seen through the
eyes of an external observer. Cavender's House brings to a
climax the pathological compulsions of a jealous murdering
husband-a fuller narrative rich in detail with excellent (stream
of consciousness ) self-examination.
Similar threads link the vivid "Richard Cory" of Tilbury
Town and the nlore involved Matthias at the Door. Both of
these poenls, regardless of length and method, are concerned
with the evaluation of the self. Both may be considered in the
kindergarten structure of Robinson as material successes but
spiritual failures. Robinson said of Matthias that it "is about
a man who assumed that he was perfect until he discovered
that he wasn't." Similarly, King Jasper, the allegorical study
of commercial power which destroys love and friends, parallels
the earlier work, "Bokardo."
Studies of aberrants vary as do the archetypal and historical
figures, but relationships in the Tilbury Town groups, such as
"John Evereldown" and "Flammonde" are included in broader
and larger works of later years.
The central question for Robinson's creative people was how
each reconciled his artistic drives-whatever "light" or "demon"
demanded he do-with the mores of society. Like Henry
James, Robinson was aware of his profession. Its mark was
on him all his life; as a consequence he wrote considerably of
creative men in relation to society. The Man Who Died Twice
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and Amaranth are classic accounts of the content of the artistic
mind. Llewellyn Jones said of the first of these that
it is another story of Mr. Robinson's often treated human types, the
man of high spiritual impulse who is nevertheless either spiritually or
materially a failure . . . if it is a beautiful example of his insight into
the creative mind. 18

Ulrich wrote that it is the psychological revelation of the hero,
Fernando Nash: "The ruin of a potential world shaker." 14
However, in noting the similarities and parallels in the content of the (psychological) characterizations of Robinson, the
reader must not lose sight of differences: differences of tinle
which alter their effect; differences which affect the style,
length, and approach. In method Robinson at first chose to
make short records as an observer of externals, allowing his
characters to develop their "childishness" before the eyes of
the reader, principally by what they did. Later Robinson although no less concerned with the theory of self-revelation
of his characters-augments the scope of observation. He illunlinates the thoughts and actions that govern people by amplified analysis, a broader frame of reference, and by varied use of
monologue and dialogue. "Richard Cory" is a mannered portrait of sixteen lines. The observers ("We") are the people
of the community (with the implication that only a few of the
"We" in the community really care or seek to understand the
case) . In a later work with similarities of content, a painful
feeling of inadequacies hangs over Matthias at the Door-a
Dlan set "apart/Because, being who he was, and as he was/His
natural station would inevitably/Be somewhat on an eminence,
like his house." Here Robinson's method is a bToad and
deep probe into Matthias' anxieties and fears through his own
words, those of his wife, and several others in his social ken.
The element of surprised disbelief in "Richard Cory" which is
the hallmark of the "observer" is replaced in Matthias at the
Door by an entirely different set of concerns governed principally by the method of disclosure.
Some readers hold that Robinson's work is best summed up
in the body of his earlier and/or shorter poems. The "padded
13 "Edwin Arlington Robinson," Macn~illan pamphlet (New York, 1926). 11.
14 Dorothy Ulrich, "Edwin Arlington Robinson," Avocations, II (June
1938), 252.
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verbosity" they read into the later and longer narrative poems
only makes the study of his work more difficult, less rewarding. But, because of the links mentioned, readers should examine more or all of Robinson for psychological characteristics
before a final accounting can b,e rendered. It is possible to
read "Richard Cory" only, but it would ignore much that is
rewarding and psychologically apt.
Robinson maintained his psychological method and content
in all his poetry; his "studies" are as much a touchstone of his
work as is James's "point of view." He sustained control, so
to sp'eak, by sup'plying the objective observer, by combinations
of observer-commentator, and by letting the reader participate
in the internal thoughts of the "children." In "Flammonde,"
for example, Robinson conceives his archetypal "hero" through
the puzzled eyes of an observer in the community. In "Gift of
God," a mother, ambitious and selfish, is visualized in comments about her son by an omniscient p'erson. A dramatic
monologue of deep intensity in "The Clinging Vine" conveys
the rebuff and hunliliation of a woman trapped by crippling
jealousy. A compulsive voice, about which there has been much
question, calls "Luke Havergal" to his destiny. The confessional on spiritual and artistic values in "Tasker Norcross"
comes to us by the method of a dialogue between the principal
subject and an analytic companion. By a process of abreaction
the characters of Roman Bartholow conduct self-analysis in
dialogue and d'ream sequences. In "Avon's Harvest" a man's
hatred and fear are plumbed in the presence of a physiciananalyst.
In these poems, poems sustained in mood and revelatory of
psychological state and tensions, Robinson meshes content and
method, uses and foreshadows the "internal monologue,"
infuses poetry into the atmosphere of the mind. Truly, as a
critic says, writing in the Bookman: "He ferrets out the soul
of humanity and turns it over and over with analytical interest,
making his acute deductions and stabbing truths come home to
his reader with a phrase . . . He is an alchemist refining gold
out of the chaos of modern life. 15 In the analysis of this chaos
and the evocation of the spirit of contemporary life, Robinson
presents a huge cast: the infantile; the neurotic; those without
15

Macmillan

pamphlet~

16.
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respect for other individuals; those blind to love; devoid of
tenderness; those selfish in motive and action; those self-seeking
for power and for possessions; those who use or are used by
others; those who choose wrongly or are lacking in positive
effort; persons who teeter in a world of fear, in an agony of
anxiety or wasted passions; tllose consumed by nightmares
residing in their own selves; people who wander in and out
of reality in search of answers; those fearful that they may
encounter the truth about themselves. In all of this, though
armed with high ethical and moral values, Robinson seldom
sits in judgment; nor does lle hold up to the reader one course
of conduct as the only "truth." He seeks to set forth his
observation and testimony with fundamental insight into all
lives, not to be a moralist or a pessimist, or ironic, etc., as
certain critics insist. All are p1resent, as appropriate to the
content and the method: to conle through any experience to
a knowledge of onself. We are always aware of a fine intelligence at work, an intelligence that insists realistically upon our
understanding of the maximum that can be known. At the
same time, as Boynton saw the themes, 16 his poems often refuted popular codes: charity is often only self-egoisnl, nlarriage
nlay be slavery of the worst sort, emotional love is full of pitfalls, life is often tortured and nightmarish, the bad can and
does triumph over good.
Not only has Robinson paralleled or augmented the form
and content of contenlporary "interior monologue," he anticipated in a nUlTlber of instances the idea that the subconscious
is an essence of life. Study of his poetry suggests that what
Robinson meant by "light" was not only rational understanding,
or emotional involvement, but also a kind of superego, the subconscious power of the self-an aid for one to go beyond the
possible.
In addition, Robinson presents with vision and clarity the
concept of personality as an organization of biosocial processes,
relations, and experiences. As readers we are in "a kind of
spiritual kindergarten where millions of bewildered infants are
trying to spell God with the wrong blocks." This "orientation"
offers a highly charged principle upon which Robinson's work
may be projected. According to this idea, experiences are
16

Percy H. Boynton, Some contemporary Americans (Chicago, 1924), 16-32.
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derived from and essentially consist of interpersonal relations,
both real or fantastic (inlaginary), or a blend of both. Such
experience may be public and overt, or more or less private;
but it always occurs in a social context, apparently having a
discoverable reference to others. Robinson is prophetic of these
beliefs and goes further to suggest that the choice of the "wrong
block" and the effort made to "spell God" may lead to bewilderment, even neurosis, that wrong efforts or wrong goals
will alienate one from his "real self." This self, for the poet,
both in the average person and in the creative soul, is the active
unique center of personality. In "Rembrandt to Rembrandt,"
for example, Robinson calls this "his daemon," the only part
of man that can grow and wants to grow. Furthernlore, Robinson nlakes clear what one modern philosopher has stated:
in life, there is misery as well as happiness, failure no less than success;
and . . . tragedy underlies the truth that human hopes must measure
themselves against unfeeling necessity . . . tragic wisdom is the knowledge of evil ... by purging nlan of the original sin of self-sufficiency,
tragedy makes him sociable and compassionate . . . so that he can love
without craving, strive without fretfulness, rise to success without falling
into pride, fail without losing heart. 17

This, then, is the basic question Robinson asks: what are
the factors that make for disturbances in these persons? His
world contains conditions which give rise to anxiety: either
external fears of enemies or comp'etitors; social fears or hostilities arising from injustice; dependence or internal suppressions of desires because of class or tradition leading to repressions and neurotic attitudes in life. That is why discussion of
Robinson's "children," as they exemplify distinctive attitudes
toward love and self, competition, anxiety, and fear, will bring
into focus the ultimate truth that in this world love belongs
only to those who can give it, and that those who cannot give
it out of their own egoism are incapable of recognizing it
when they receive it. The opposite side of the Robinson kindergarten shows an order of reality in human life: that the success
standards of the majority lead to far greater demolition of
personality than are normally imagined.
17

Raphael Demos, Time, LII (October 18,1948),64.
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ApPROACH TO ROBINSON'S PSYCHOLOGICAL METHODS AND CONTENT.

The date given for each poem is that indicated in the Collected Poems
(1948) .
For brevity in this listing, the method is indicated in the following
code: WE-I indicates an external, community observation; there are
several kinds of observers; A stands for the doctor-analyst type, N for
the straightforward narrator; OC indicates an observer who is also
a commentator; MON will stand for external monologue (often with
implied dialogue); ExD indicates straight narrative dialogue; DN equals
a dream told on the surface by a narrator. For internal accounts the
following code will show the method: 1M indicates internal monologue,
including a stream-of-consciousness effect; ID stands for a variation in
narration, the beneath-the-surface dialogue; FN stands for dreams or
fantasies told, as if internal, by a narrator. Combinations of these codes
may be used for several poems, as the approach of the poet varies.
I.

THE SEARCH FOR AFFECTION AND UNDERSTANDING

Aspect
a. demanding love

b. compulsive love

c. love blocked by
love of another
d. lover's jealousy
e. old vs. young
f. competitive love
g. age

h. love of children

i. gradations of
love

Poem

Date Method

The Clinging Vine
The Unforgiven
Eros Turannos
llewellyn and the Tree
The Woman and the Wife
John Evereldown
Luke Havergal
Reuben Bright
The Mill
The Book of Annandale
Mortmain
Annandale Again
The Whip
Cavender's House
Rahel to Varnhagen
Guinevere and Alexandra
Lisette and Eileen
Veteran Sirens
The Poor Relation
The Gift of God
Aunt Imogen
Partnership
Merlin
Launcelot
Tristram

1916
1916
1916
1916
1902
1897
1897
1897
1920
1902
1925
1932
1910
1929
1920
1925
1916
1916
1916
1916
1902
1902
1917
1920
1927

https://digitalcommons.colby.edu/cq/vol8/iss8/5

MON
MON
WE-I
WE-I/OC/ExD
ExD
ID
1M
WE-I
WE-I
1M
ExD
OC
WE-I/OC
ED/FM
ExD
ExD
MON
OC
OC/N
WE-I/OC
OC/N
1M
N/ExD
N/ExD
N/ExD
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Aspect

Poem

II. THE QUEST FOR POWER
a. distinctive
King Jasper
power motives The Glory of the
Nightingales
b. destruction of
Bokardo
friends
An Old Story
III. MAN, AS THE CREATOR, IN IDS SOCIETY
a. material success, Richard Cory
spiritual failure Ben Jonson Entertains a
Man from Stratford
Tasker Norcross
Saint-Nitouche
b. combines power Roman Bartholow
Cavender's House
\vith spiritual
and love
Matthias at the Door
problems
c. misers of
Aaron Stark
material things Vickery's Mountain
d. material failures, Flammonde
spiritual success Captain Craig
e. artist in society Rembrandt
Amaranth
The Man Who Died Twice

IV. ABERRANTS
a. pathological

b. archetypal
figures

John Evereldown
Luke Havergal
Reuben Bright
The Growth of Lorraine
The Whip
Miniver Cheevy
The Mill
Roman Bartholow
Avon's Harvest
Cavender's House
The Man Who Died Twice
Amaranth
Mr. Flood's Party
Matthias at the Door
Cliff Klingenhagen
Flammonde
The Man Against the Sky
The Wandering Jew
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Date Method
1935 N/ExD/FN
1930 N/ExD/IM/FN
1916 MON
1897 MON

1897 WE-I
1916
1920
1902
1923
1929
1931

MON
MON/OC
WE-I
ExD/N
ED/FN
ExD/N

1890
1910
1916
1902
1921
1934
1924

WE-I
WE-I/OC
WE-I
ExD/N
1M
N/IM/FN/ID
N/OC/FN

1897
1897
1897
1902
1910
1910
1920
1923
1921
1929
1924
1934
1921
1931
1890
1916
1916
1920

ID
1M
WE-I
OC
WE-I/OC
WE-I
WE-I
ExD/N
ExD/OC/FN
ED/FN
N/OC/FN
N/IM/FN/ID
ExD/FN
ExD/N
ExD
WE-I
N
WE-I/OC
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Aspect

Poem

Date Method

The Valley of the Shadow
Amaranth
King Jasper
Captain Craig
The Thre'e Taverns
John Brown
The Revealer
The Gift of God
Cassandra

1920
1934
1935
1902
1920
1920
1910
1916
1916

N
N/IM/FN/ID
N/ExD/FN
ExD/N
MON
MON
WE-I
WE-I/OC
N

A BmLIO,GRAPHY OF EDWIN ARLINGTON ROBINSiON,
1964-1969

By WILLIAM

WmTE

Robinson bibliography in the Colby Library QuarL
terly, Series VII, pp. 1-26, March 1965, this one is a
further supplement to Charles Beecher Hogan's A Bibliography
IKE THE

of Edwin Arlington Robinson (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1936) and Hogan's own supplement in the 1941 Papers
of the Bibliographical Society of America. As usual, my organization and style are not that of the MLA Style Sheet but follow
Hogan's. On the basis of the material listed here - and I hope
I have not missed too many items - I should like to echo Brom
Weber and James Woodress's comment in, the 1967 annual
American Literary Scholarship (Durham: Duke University
Press, 1969), p. 221, that "one might tentatively predict an
upturn in his [Robinson's] critical fortunes." At any rate, he is
far from a wholly neglected poet, and many of us feel he will
continue in favor with readers and critics of American letters.
PART I.

WO'RKS SEPARATELY PUBLISHED

Selected Poems
1965
SELECTED / POEMS / of / Edwin Arlington / Robinson /
(rule) / EDITED BY / MO'RTON DAUWEN ZABEL
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